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Abstract 
For a graph G whose vertices are vl, u2, . . . , v, and where E is the set of edges, we define 
a functional 
U,(h)= ss SC . . . frl,$EEh(Xi,Xj) > dPc(x~)dAxJ ... dp(x,), 
where h is a nonnegative symmetric function of two variables. We consider a binary relation 
+ for graphs with fixed numbers of vertices and edges, where G+L means that U,(h) 2 U,(h) 
for every h. We prove that this relation is equivalent to the condition: the number of 
homomorphisms into every graph H from G is not less than from L. We obtain comparability 
and incomparability criteria and investigate the poset of k-edge trees. In particular, the first and 
the second maximal elements of this poset are found. 
1. Introduction 
Let CJ = (X, A’, p) be a measure space, where ,M is a finite o-additive measure defined 
on the o-algebra A? of subsets of X. It does not matter whether p is continuous or 
discrete, or whether X is finite or not. Denote by 52’ =(X2, d2, p2) the direct product 
of C2 by itself. Let M(Q) be the class of all measurable bounded nonnegative symmetric 
functions on Q2. 
Let G be a graph whose vertices are ul, v2, . . . , v, and where E is the set of edges. For 
any heM(Q) the product 
n h(xi,xj) 
{U!,V,JEE 
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is an integrable function with variables x1, x2, . . . ,x, (we will call it the conjiguration 
product of the graph G with the function h). We now define the functional U, on 
M(Q) as 
We call UG the functional corresponding to the graph G. 
Such products and functional are well-known objects in physics. A large number of 
physical quantities (thermodynamic and correlation functions in classical [4] and 
quantum field theory [S], amplitudes of scattering processes [2], energy levels of 
atoms and molecules [S], atomic and intermolecular potentials [ 131) can be expressed 
as sums of integrals of the configuration products of graphs, where the function 
h describes an interaction of two particles (see [13]). These integrals are called Mayer 
integrals in classical statistical mechanics, Feynman integrals in quantum field theory, 
and multicenter integrals in quantum chemistry. 
These functionals are quite useful in graph theory, too (see [16-201). The reason is 
that the value of U,(h) is equal to the number of homomorphisms of G into a graph H, 
provided h is the adjacency function of H,X is the vertex-set of H, and p is the 
counting measure. In turn, the number of homomorphisms of G into H is bound with 
the number of subgraphs of H which are isomorphic to G. 
A homomorphism of a graph G into a graph H is a mapping of the vertex-set of 
G into the vertex-set of H where the image of each edge of G is an edge of H. An 
injective homomorphism (the images of all vertices are distinct) is called a monomor- 
phism. An automorphism of G is a monomorphism of G into itself. We say that graphs 
G and H are isomorphic if there is a bijective homomorphism such that its inverse is 
also a homomorphism. 
Denote the number of automorphisms of G by aut(G) and the numbers of 
homomorphisms and monomorphisms of G into H by hom(G, H) and mon(G, H), 
respectively. Denote by sub(G, H) the number of subgraphs of H which are isomorphic 
to G. Finally, denote by u(G) and e(G) the numbers of vertices and edges of G. 
Obviously, 
mon(G, H) = aut(G) sub(G, H), 
Odhom(G,H)-mon(G,H)<n-n(n-l)...(n-m+l), 
with n = u(H), m = u(G). Thus, 
hom(G,H)=aut(G)sub(G,H)+Lo(n”-‘) as n-too. 
It is a natural problem to characterize the pairs of graphs (G,L) such that 
U,(h)> U,(h). In the present work we will consider a binary relation > for graphs 
with fixed numbers of vertices and edges, where G 3 L means that 
Vs2 Vh&f(Q): U,(h)> U,(h) 
This relation can be interpreted in terms of graph theory. 
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Theorem 1.1. G + L holds ifs hom(G, H) > hom(L, H)for any graph H. 
For instance, some conjectures in graph theory are equivalent to the statement (see 
[16,19]) that 
where G is an arbitrary 2-chromatic graph with 2m vertices and m edges, and mKZ is 
a graph consisting of m disjoint edges. 
Some matrix inequalities are also equivalent to the statements of the type G> L. 
Let A be a symmetric matrix of size n with nonnegative entries. Denote the sum of all 
its entries by s(A), the sum of the entries of the ith row by Si(A), and the sum of the 
diagonal entries by tr(A). We may consider a matrix A as a function from M(Q) where 
D is the space of the rows (columns) of A with the counting measure. There is a clear 
interpretation of the value UG(A), if G is a k-edge path P, or a k-cycle Ct or a k-edge 
star Kl,k, namely 
u,,(A) = s(Ak), 
&,(A) = tr(A k), 
UK,,,(A)= i Si (Ak). 
i=l 
Let kl,k2,k3,k4 satisfy the conditions kl+k4=k2+k3, kl>kZ>k3>k430. 
Marcus and Newman [12] proved the inequality 
s(Ak1).s(Ak4)>s(Ak2).s(Ak3) 
for the case when both kl and k4 are even (if k, or k, is odd, the inequality is not true; 
see [20]). This inequality is equivalent to the statement 
P(kr>k,)+P(k,,k,)> 
where P(k,l) is the union of disjoint paths Pk and PI. 
Hoffman [6] proved the inequality 
nk-ls(Ak)< i si(Ak), 
i=l 
which is equivalent to the statement 
Moreover, let Tf denote the k-edge tree obtained by connecting i leaves to an ending 
vertex of a (k --i)-edge path. We proved in [15] the chain of relations 
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Leontovich [9, lo] considered a binary relation which is equivalent to the relation 
3 (the equivalence follows from our Theorem 1.1). He formulated a conjecture that 
K 1 ,k + G holds for any k-edge tree G. We will prove even more. Let F k denote the 
poset of all k-edge trees ordered by the relation >. We will find the first and the 
second maximal elements of this poset. 
Theorem 1.2. For any k-edge tree G diflerent from Kl,k and Ti-,, 
K&=T:-&G. 
We will obtain comparability and incomparability criteria with respect to the 
relation 3 for graphs (Sections 2 and 3). Even for trees, the structure of the poset is 
complicated. The order in Fk is linear only if k d 4. If k 2 5, there are incomparable 
Tl : 
-K 
Tz : 
-+ 
/ 
\ 
-----{ 
Fig. 1. The Hasse diagram of Y’. 
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elements below T:_, (see Example 3.1 and Theorem 3.2). The Hasse diagrams of Y 5 
and Y6 are shown on Figs. 1 and 2. 
In the rest of this section we will prove Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.2 will be proved in 
Section 2. 
possible additional 
relations are: 
T3 ? Ts 
Ts k Ts 
T5 t Zo 
3-5 k Z1 
7-6 k TIO 
Tr k Tm 
TI: +$ 
I 
// 
T3 : 
T5 : 
Fig. 2. The Hasse diagram of Y6. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. The number of homomorphisms of G into H is a special case of 
the functional U,. Thus, G+L implies hom(G, H)ahom(L, H) for any H. Now 
suppose that G&L does not hold; this means that there is a space Q and a function 
/IEM such that U,(h) < U,(h). We will show that there is a graph H such that 
hom(G, H) < hom(L, H). Every measured space is a subspace of a certain space with an 
atomless measure; thus, we may assume p is atomless. Since the functionals U, and UL 
are continuous, there is a partition X = XI uXZ u ... u XN and a step-function 
feM(Q) near to h such that 
/4X,)=/4X,)= . . . =r(X,)+(X)’ 
fl X,xXj=const for any i,j=1,2 ,..., N, 
U,(f) < U,(f). 
We may considerfas a function from M(Q’), where Sz’ is a finite space with elements 
1,2,..., N and the measure of each element is equal to p(X),fN. Then we may 
normalize the measure and the function in such a way that the measure of each 
element is equal to 1 and the values of the function do not exceed 1. The inequality 
U,(f) < U,(j) remains valid. Now consider the random graph with vertices 
1,2, . ..) N where each edge (i, j} is present with probabilityf(i, j) and these events are 
mutually independent for all edges. The expectation of the number of homomor- 
phisms of G into this random graph is precisely U,(f). Since UG(f)< U,(f), there 
exists a specific graph If for which hom(G,H)< hom(L,H). q 
2. Comparability criteria 
Let us fix a graph G, an integer m, and mappings 
cp:(l,...,m} -+ {vertices of G}, 
Y:{l,...,m} -+ {rooted graphs}. 
A rooted graph is a graph in which one vertex is labeled as the root. For any mapping 
8:(l).*.) m}+{0,1,2 )... >, 
denote by G(O)= G(B, cp, ‘P) the graph obtained from G by pasting together the vertex 
cp(i) and the roots of O(i) copies of the graph Y(i) for each i= 1, . . . , m (see Examples 
2.2-2.6 below). 
Theorem 2.1. Let a graph G, integer m, and mappings cp, Y be given. Suppose mappings 
&I,8 1, . . . ,0, and positive reals tlI, . . . , cc, satisfy the conditions 
ccl+**. +cr,= 1, 
eO(i)=cclel(i)+~~-+a,e,(i) for every i=l,...,m. 
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Then 
VhEM(Q): i_I (u,,o,,(h)P 3 Uc(ea) (h). 
i=l 
Proof. Let us fix hcM(Q). Denote by gj(X) the integral of the configuration product of 
the graph Y(j) over all variables except the variable x corresponding to the root. 
Suppose v1 , v2, . . . are the vertices of G and cp( j)=ulj. Denote by P(xI, x2, . . . ) the 
configuration product of G. Then the integral of the configuration product of G(&) over 
all variables except the variables corresponding to the vertices ul, u2, . . . is equal to 
P(Xl,Xz, ..e) fJ# (gj(Xlj))ei(j). 
j=l 
Thus, the statement of Theorem 2.1 follows from Holder’s inequality. 0 
Example 2.2. Consider the following graph G and the rooted trees Y(l), Y(2), Y(3): 
Set 
m=3, cp(l)=u,, cp(2)=v,, (p(3)=0,, t=2, CQ=C(~=$, 
b(l)= 1, b(2)= 1, O,(3)= 1, 
&(1)=2, dI(2) = 2, &(3)=0, 
Q,(f)=& &(2)=0, I&(3)=2. 
Then 
G(&l) = 
G(h) = 
GP2) = 
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By Theorem 2.1, 
Example 2.3. Consider the following graph G and the rooted trees Y(l), Y(2): 
G: l 
Vl 
Set 
m=2 cp(l)=cp(2)=u,, t=2, clz,=cr,=:, 
W)= 1, &(2)= 1, 
hU)=2, h(2)=& 
fw)=O, fI2(2)=2. 
Then 
Wo) = --T-c 
G(h) = . = z 2 c c . 
Vl 
By Theorem 2.1, 
U,(L~,,(~) ~G,O,,@) 2 (“G,00,(h))2* 
Example 2.4. Consider the following graph G and the rooted trees Y(l), Y(2): 
G: -...- 
VI 02 
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Set 
m=2, cp(l)=u,, (P(~)=u,, t=2, a1=oz2=~, 
&dl)= 1, 4d2)= 1, 
4U)=2, f3,(2)=0, 
W)=O, 0, (2) = 2. 
Then 
G(B,) = G(e2) = - l l . 
Vl 
Using Theorem 2.1, we get 
G(4) B G(b). 
Example 2.5. Consider the following graph G and the rooted trees Y(l), Y(2): 
G: w = w? = roT 
Set 
m=2, cp(l)=vl, (p(2)=uz, t=2, 
Choosing in Theorem 2.1, 
011 =a,=& 
e,(l)= 1, e,(2)= 1, 
e,(l)=29 &W=O, 
82(1)=0, 02 (2) = 2, 
272 
we get 
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Choosing again 
El =3, h=5, 
f%(l)= 1, &I (2) = 2, 
&(1)=3, e,(2)=@ 
W)=Q 8,(2)=3, 
we get 
Example 2.6. Let !P(l), Y(2) be one-edge root trees, 
m=2 cp(l)=u,, (p(2)=u,, t=2, q=cQ=~, 
e,(i)= 1, e,(2)= 1, 
w)=2, 8,(2)=0, 
e,u)=o, ez(2)=2. 
Applying Theorem 2.1 for the graphs shown below, we obtain the following relations. 
* T T 
For G= 
+t wehave >+ 2 l +- 
For G= l = = : l 
f-9 v2 
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where 
G(B,) = 2 G(b) = .--< 
G(eo) = l = = 
Now we obtain some corollaries from Theorem 2.1 and then prove Theorem 1.2. 
Denote by T~j the k-edge tree obtained by connecting i leaves to an ending vertex of 
a (k -i -j)-edge path and j leaves to the other ending vertex of the path. Let us apply 
Theorem 2.1 for the case when G is a (k-i-j)-edge path and ur, v2 are its ending 
vertices. Let Y( 1) and Y(2) be one-edge root trees, 
i-j+ 1 
m=z cp(l)=u,, cp(2)=u,, t=2, %‘i_j+2’ Lxz=T&; 
tJ,(l)=i, e,(2) =j, 
&(l)=i+ 1, e,(2)=j- 1, 
e,(q=j- I, e,(2)=i+ 1. 
Then 
G(Be)= Tfj, G(e1)=G(e2)=T:+i,j_l. 
Thus, Theorem 2.1 implies the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.7. Zf i>j>, 1 then 
Denote by F: the set of the k-edge trees which have exactly i leaves. Let TEF~ 
where i d k - 1. Removing all leaves, we obtain a subtree with at least 2 vertices. 
Choose two leaves of the subtree as u1 and u2. Let G be obtained from T by omitting 
all leaves adjacent to ur and u2. Let Y(1) and Y(2) be one-edge root trees. Let e,,(j) be 
the number of leaves of T adjacent to Uj where j = 1,2, 
~j=&,(j)/(0,(l)+8,(2)) with j=l,2, 
m=2, cp(l)=u,, cp(2)=uz, t=2, 
ed~~=ed~~+ed2~~ e,(2) = 0, 
e,w=o, e,~2~=eo~~~+ed2~. 
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Note that G(8,) is precisely T, while G(8,) and G(8,) have one leaf more, so 
G(& ), G(&k~:+ 1. Thus, Theorem 2.1 implies the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.8. Zf TEF-~ with i < k then for any he M(Q), 
U,(h)< max U,.(h). 
T,EF,f+ 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let TEFF with i< k- 1 and hEM(Q). Corollary 2.8 yields 
U,(h)< max U,.(h)< ... < max U,,(h)< max U,.(h). 
T’ES*f+ 1 T’&-:_ 1 T,E/f$ 
Note that F_kk= {K, ,k} and 
Fk k-l={~~_l-a,a)~=1,2 ,..., L(k-1)/2J}. 
Corollary 9 implies 
max{UT:_l_.,,(h)I~=l,2,...,L(k-l)/2~}=~T::_,,,(h). 
Thus, 
U,(h)~U,I:_,(h)dU,,,,(h). 0 
3. Incomparability criteria 
We denote by 1% the negation of the relation 3. By the definition, Gl +L 
denotes that there exist 52 and hEM(S;Z) such that U,(h)< U,(h). 
Let A={al,az ,..., a,} and B={b1,b2 ,..., b,} be sets of integers. Suppose, for 
definiteness, that a, > a2 > .. .a a,,, and bl > b2 > ... 2 b,. We will denote A > B iff 
al+@+ ...+ a,>b,+b,+ ...+ b, for every t=1,2,...,m. 
The negation of B will be denoted by 1 3. It 
A2 B if and only if 
for every nonnegative integrable function f: 
If h(x, Y) =f(x)f(y) then 
U,(h)=fi (fi(xPdAx))i 
where al,a2, . . . . a,,, are the degrees of vertices of G the degree of a vertex is the 
number of the edges containing it). Thus, Muirhead’s result gives an incomparability 
criterion for graphs. Let D1,D2 be the sets of degrees of vertices of graphs G1, Gz, 
respectively. Then G1 $ G2 implies D1 > D2, and consequently D17 2 D2 implies 
G1l +G2. 
was proved by Muirhead [14] that 
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Example 3.1. Let G1 and Gz be trees with kb7 edges whose vertices have degrees 
k-2,2,2,1,1 ,..., 1 and k-3,4,1,1,...,1, respectively. Since D,laD, and 
D21 3 D,, we conclude that G1 and Gz are incomparable with respect to the 
relation 3. 
There are graphs with the same sets of degrees of the vertices. We give an 
incomparability criteria for this case, too. The values of the functionals corresponding 
to such graphs are equal at the point h where h(x, y) =f(x)f(y). If the variations of 
these functionals at h are different, the graphs will be incomparable. 
We define the degree of an edge as the unordered pair of degrees of the ending 
vertices of this edge. 
Theorem 3.2. Let graphs G1 and G2 have the same sets of degrees of the vertices, but 
their sets of degrees of the edges are diRerent. Then Cl and G, are incomparable with 
respect to the relation +. 
Proof. Choose a function f such that f (x)>c>O for every XEX. Then the function 
Ux, Y) =f (x)f (y) + e 
is positive with any E > - c2. If a graph G has k edges, and {d;, d;} is the degree of its 
ith edge, then 
jf d;- 1 @If 6’1 dp 
Jf&dPJf&‘qu +(%‘)) as E-0. 
Denote by I (G,f) the coefficient for E in the last expansion. Since Gi and G2 have the 
same sets of degrees of the vertices, 
uc,(ho)= U&o)> 
with any f: Since G, and G2 have different sets of degrees of the edges, there exists 
f such that I(G1, f) # Z(G2, f ). Thus, we can choose E such that 
uc,(h,)< u&h,) and Uc,(h-,)> U&h-,). 0 
Every tree T is a bipartite graph. Denote by c(T) the number of vertices in the 
largest of the two parts. 
Theorem 3.3. Let T and T’ be trees. Ifc(T)<c(T’) then Tl +T’. 
Proof. Let m be the number of vertices in each of these two trees. Then 
hom(T,K,,,)=nc’T’+n”-c(T), 
hom(T’,K,,,)=nc(T’)+nm-c(T’). 
This gives hom(T, K,,,)<hom(T’, K,,,) with n>l. Thus, Tl +T’(see Theorem 1.1). 0 
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Some other incomparability criteria for trees can be found in [lo]. The following 
one is especially useful. 
Theorem 3.4 (Leontovich [lo]). Zf the radius of a tree T is more than the radius of 
a tree T’ then TT +T’. 
4. Trees with small numbers of edges 
It follows from Corollary 2.7 that the poset Yk of the k-edge trees is line ordered 
with k d 4. 
For k=5, the Hasse diagram of Y5 is shown on Fig. 1. The relations 
T, 3 T2 > T4 3 Ts and T, 3 T, follow from Corollary 2.7. The relations T, 3 Ts and 
T3$ T5 follow from Examples 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. By Theorem 3.2 trees T4 and 
T, are incomparable. According to Muirhead’s criterion, T,l 3 T,. On the other 
hand, by Theorem 3.3, T,l+ T4. 
For k = 6, the Hasse diagram of Y 6 is shown on Fig. 2. The relations 
follow from Corollary 2.7. By example 2.3, 
Ur-,(h)UTl,(h)> ~&)2. 
Since T9 3 T, 1, this yields T, 3 T,. Examples 2.4 and 2.5 give T8 $ T, 1 and T3 $ T,, 
respectively. Example 2.6 gives T3 $ T,, T, $ T, and 
ur,(h)U,,(h)> G-,,(W2. 
Since T,$ T,, the last inequality yields T,+ Tlo. Example 2.2 gives 
ur,(h)U&) 2 G,,(N2. 
Since T3 $ Tsk Ts, this implies T3 > TIO. 
Trees with the same sets of degrees of the vertices form the levels of the Hasse 
diagrams on Figs. 1 and 2. According to Muirhead criterion, Til+ Tj holds when- 
ever the level of Ti is below the level of Tj in the diagram. 
For k=6, Theorem 3.2 implies that any pair of 6-edge trees with the same sets of 
degrees of the vertices are incomparable. Theorem 3.3 implies T31 3 T,, T31 $ T,, 
T,~~T,.Itisalsoprovedin[lO]thatT,~$T,,T,~~Ts,T,~~T,,T,l~Ts, 
Trol >T,,. Finally, we prove that T6i +T,. Denote by K1,r,, the complete 
3-partite graph with 1 vertex in the first part, 1 in the second, and n vertices in the third 
part. Then 
hom(T6,Kl,l,n)= 14n4+U(n3), 
hom(T9,Kl,r,,J= 16n4+0(n3); 
hence, T,i + T, (see Theorem 1.1). 
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We can prove neither comparability nor incomparability for 6 pairs of trees, 
mentioned on Fig. 2. 
It follows from Theorem 1.1. that the poset Y k is equivalent to the poset considered 
in [lo] and completely described there for k < 5. 
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